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FABRICE SAMYN

I inhale, am I penetrated? I exhale, so I penetrate?
Where am I, really?
Other than at the edge of you and me, of day and night?
Other than at the edge of time?

I exhale, or is it you, the world, that inhales me?
I inhale, or is it you, the world, that exhales me?
What do I exhale, my past or the world‘s future?
What do I inhale, the world‘s past or my future?

Between exhaling and inhaling, to be male or female, you and me,
between inhaling and exhaling, to be two in one.

Beyond the creator and the creature,
the tree or the lung, the world or my word,
to co-create the atmosphere,
to engender what engenders us.
Breath is our parent and our child,
breathing us while we breathe it.
And whether the inhaling be uterine or the exhaling seminal,
the past maternal or future paternal, mine feminine and yours masculine,
the child is always now and the I is born from the heart of this suspense.

– Fabrice Samyn
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Fabrice Samyn | The Delicate Rapture of the Image, 2013 
Oil on canvas | 100 x 150 cm

Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20FaS/M%2057
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Fabrice Samyn | Written backwards or the other side of the mirror, 2016 
Locally devarnished antique painting | 63.8 x 48.8 cm

Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20FaS/M%2080
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Fabrice Samyn | Untitled, 2010 
Oil on canvas | 150 x 100 cm

Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20FaS/M%209


Fabrice Samyn | Her Shadow‘s Blaze, 2020 
Oil on canvas | 26.5 x 18.3 cm

Fabrice Samyn | Moshe, 2021 
Pine resin and wood | 104 x 45 x 25 cm

InquireInquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20FaS/S%2040
mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20FaS/M%2079


Fabrice Samyn | Pilgrim´s staff, 2021 
Gold leaf on wood | 126 x 4 x 4 cm

Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20FaS/S%2042
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SOPHIE VON HELLERMANN

In Sophie von Hellermann’s images, which are painted with loose gestures and 
frequently presented in installations, references to current political and societal trends 
and events meet with inspiration borrowed from fairy tales, myths, fables, legends, oral 
traditions, the direct contemplation of nature, and visual stimuli from her own uncon-
scious. However, the artist is by no means interested in merely illustrating the content 
of speeches or books in her images. For von Hellermann, these are first and foremost 
“strong statements, which I approach in my paintings with large, blurred brushstrokes.” 
For her, imagination always takes precedence over reality. Visual inspiration is thus 
much more vital to the development of her images, which she takes from her home by 
the sea as well as the idyllic natural surroundings of her second studio.

The artist is internationally recognized for her seemingly hazy style of painting with a 
pastel-toned palette. When composing her paintings, Sophie von Hellermann always 
starts from a base color. She uses pure pigments mixed generously with water and 
acrylic emulsion in buckets and applies the mixture to the canvases on the floor with 
rather crude painting tools.



Sophie von Hellermann | Stranger Things, 2020 
Acrylic on canvas | 190 x 200 cm

Sophie von Hellermann | Tree jig, 2020 
Acrylic on canvas | 81.5 x 71.5 cm

InquireInquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20SV/M%2034
mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20SV/M%2029
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ULRICH ERBEN

„A friend of mine once told me that he could only write about what he had seen before.
Exactly this statement applies to me as a painter. With the daily abundance of pictures 
that rush at us, it is the architecture, geometry, the merging of colors and above all the 
light that makes everything visible that interests me. My own way of seeing is existen-
tially stimulated by the observations of these facts and finds its expression in notes, 
sketches, samples and the like. In other words, before pictures are created that are 
supposed to show a finality, a conclusion of the theme that has been undertaken.
In recent years, my works have become brighter, lighter, more transparent. Their sha-
des are barely perceptible, but present. “Defining the Infinite” is what I call the heading 
of this group of works. In a way, I feel like witnessing a moment that passes me by but 
pauses for a moment, harmonizing the closed with the open, confronting the real and 
the unreal and setting them in tension. That is what I am all about, that is my theme.“

– Ulrich Erben
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Ulrich Erben | GEGENLICHT, 2020 
Acrylic and pigment on canvas | 120 x 210 cm

Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Artwerp%202021%20%7C%20UE/M%2012


Urlich Erben | Untitled (Defining the Infinite), 2020 
Acrylic and pigment on canvas | 190 x 270 cm

Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20UE/M%206


Urlich Erben | Untitled (Defining the Infinite), 2020 
Acrylic and pigment on canvas | 140 x 170 cm

Urlich Erben | Untitled (Defining the Infinite), 2020 
Acrylic and pigment on canvas | 135 x 125 cm

Inquire Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20UE/M%2011
mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20UE/M%208


Ulrich Erben | Erinnerungen, 1996 
Acrylic and pigment on canvas | 110 x 130 cm

Urlich Erben | Untitled (Defining the Infinite), 2020 
Acrylic and pigment on canvas | 150 x 130 cm

Inquire Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20UE/M%2027
mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20UE/M%201
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JONATHAN MEESE
For Meese, masks are „our protection“ and „our potential“ against ideologies, dicta- 
torships, terror and all evil. He counters the human evils with the dictatorship of art, 
which applies to him alone in his Erzland. It is the world of his fetish figures, of legends 
and myths, fictional heroes and anti-heroes as well as real people who made history: 
From Akhenaten and Nefertiti to Caligula, Tarantula, Napoleon, Mr. Spock, Goldfinger, 
Zorro, Ahab or Snoopy.

Meese has formed sculptural works from modelling clay, which are then cast in bronze 
at the Noack foundry in Berlin. They have become a significant body within his oeuvre. 
„Bronzes are totally time- less, that has always fascinated me,“ says the artist. Inci-
dentally, it is also an ancient, prehistoric technique which dates back to the third mill-
ennium BC. With the help of bronze, Meese turns the mask into a sculpture, a tactile 
object, but also into a real object that can be placed in front of one‘s face to cover it. 
The mask is a „real“ mask and at the same time an image of the mask. We are, to use 
Meese‘s language, in the Erzland of the total mask.



Jonathan Meese | DER TEUFEL MIT DER GOLDENEN NASE! (BLUTONILL), 2020 
Bronze, waxed | 34 x 33 x 6 cm | Edition of 3 + 1 AP

Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20JM/S%2063


Jonathan Meese | MEINE PRAXIS IST ZU SEHR KUNST FÜR DICH!, 2020 
Bronze, waxed | 22 x 15.5 x 8 cm | Edition of 3 + 1 AP

Jonathan Meese | BIST ESEL ODER MEESEL!?! (ODER DE ZWEI !), 2020 
Bronze, waxed | 31 x 26.5 x 8.5 cm | Edition of 3 + 1 AP

Inquire Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20JM/S%2064
mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20JM/S%2065
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PEPPI BOTTROP

Peppi Bottrop confidently formulates a distinctive visual language that shifts 
between constructivism and deconstructivism, figuration and abstraction. His preferred 
materials are graphite and charcoal, which he uses to create abstract sketches of 
his environment. His visual language is characterized by the use of a predominantly 
geometric formal vocabulary.

Architecture, art, and the environment fundamentally complement each other in 
Bottrop’s work,though the yare simultaneously full of distortions and conflicts. His 
works created insitu are particularly fascinating due to a complex reciprocal 
interaction: while his works are revealed through the architecture, the architecture is 
also revealed through his paintings. Bottrop has developed an expanded concept of 
work that situates his works in a liminal space between drawing, painting, and 
sculpture, including screens made of canvases, painted furniture and walls, and 
paintings on plasterboard.



Peppi Bottrop | www.ccby, 2021 
Coal on canvas | 170 x 150 cm

Peppi Bottrop | www.-sa3.0, 2021 
Coal on canvas | 170 x 150 cm

Inquire Inquire

mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerp%202021%20%7C%20PBo/M%20134
mailto:post%40sieshoeke.com?subject=Art%20Antwerpen%202021%20%7C%20PBo/M%20135

